The introduction to measures of transport department in blocking H1N1 influenza
Since March, H1N1 influenza broke out in Mexico, the United States
The leaders of China pay great attention to the epidemic

Under the leadership of state council, we set up the multi-department defending mechanism, including MOH, AQSIQ, MOC and other related departments.
The task of MOC

Two Tasks

Assisting the health department to carry out the monitoring measures at stations, ports, traffic tools, such as ships, cars, and so on.

Transporting the materials which can be used for preventing the epidemic.
The task of MOC

Set up monitoring system at stations, ports, airports

Regular disinfection for cars, boats, planes
Current situations

- Up to Aug 31, China had reported 3981 cases of H1N1 influenza patients, 3391 cases had been cured. There is no death due to H1N1 influenza.
- Up to now, more than 40000 persons have been infected.
Train of thought
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Try to promote the ability of quick response and emergency disposal
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Carry out measures actively

(1) Control the Entrance, Implement the Responsibility

After the explosion of epidemic situation, BMCT carried out measures immediately, and issued several emergency documents to require all the related departments to pay great attention to the situation and take efficient measures to deal with it.

– Put forward the requirement, that is ‘Control the entrance to Beijing strictly, Implement the responsibility of related departments immediately’
Carry out measures actively

(2) Establish the organization

Headquarters

- Coordinating group
- Materials transporting group
- Passenger transporting group
- Facilities maintain group
- Quarantine group
- Propaganda group
- Traffic school guard group
- Supervising group

1. Dividing the work, making clear the responsibility

2. Sense of duty, achieving the goal
Carry out measures actively

(3) Set up the mechanism of coordination

To coordinate the highway management department to ensure the epidemic preventive materials to entrance Beijing quickly.

To coordinate with hygiene department to quarantine the passengers from other provinces.

To coordinate with hygiene department to punish the passengers and the vehicles that violate provision.
Carry out measures actively

(4) Be established in protective measures

Command system started immediately

Guarantee system started immediately

Passenger and freight not to break off

Protective measures were taken immediately

Missionary went to their post immediately
Carry out measures actively

(5) Propaganda and education

Issued protective manual
(6) Establishing protective institution: Not stay over

- Complete higher authorities’ requirement
- Deal with problems
- Report information

Carry out measures actively
(6) Establishing protective institution: ventilation and sterilization

1. Keep the windows of all work places open
   - Pay attention to the environment health

2. Sterilize the coach, bus stations and coach stations

3. Sterilize the public traffic tools: bus and subway

Carry out measures actively
(6) Establishing protective institution: be on duty

- Information reporting even if no news

- Being on duty 24 hours per day
Set up *epidemic supervising group (ESG)* to supervise the protective measures taken by all related transporting departments.

**The members of ESG are supervising**
Carry out measures actively

(6) Establishing protective institution: Key Section

- **Bus:** 1000 workers who were responsible for sterilization
- **Subway:** 898 workers who were responsible for sterilization
- **Taxi:** sterilizing everyday
Carry out measures actively

(6) Establishing protective institution: Blame investigate
Control the entrance to Beijing

The scattergram of coach stations in Beijing
Control the entrance to Beijing

The making up of passengers coming to Beijing from other provinces
Responsibility of Coach station

Control the entrance to Beijing

Set up organization

Compile emergency preparation plan
Control the entrance to Beijing

Emergency guarantee of coach station

Finished materials preparation

Printed sterilization card, passenger health card, etc.

Set up the rooms for passengers who may be infected at the station
Control the entrance to Beijing

Taking related measures

- Issued emergency documents
- Compile emergency plan
- Set up communicating mechanism
- Set up the standard
- Complete the management
Control the entrance to Beijing

Internal measures

Sterilization and ventilation
- Sterilize all the coaches and all the stations
- Keep ventilation in all the workshops

Internal protective measures
- Survey all missionary’s temperature

Education
- Issued protective manual
Thank you for your attention!
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